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Water Hazards – what happens when 
there’s too much or too little and 
how can humans harness the 
natural power of water?

Global Issues–
Plastic, conflict, 
wilderness loss and 
tourism are having an 
impact on our planet. 
But how much of an 
issue? Should we be 
worried?

Coasts and Sea 
Level Rise– The UK 
has over 12,000km 
of coastline, full of 
dynamic landforms. 
Find out how these 
are created through 
physical and human 
processes. 

The United Kingdom – Discover 
the natural and human features 
of the UK, our challenges and 
our opportunities.

Nigeria– Discover the natural and 
human features of the Nigeria, its 
challenges, opportunities and the 
most controversial issues it faces.

Rivers of the UK – Discover the 
features of our rivers and what 
created them, as well as how we 
can manage their destructive 
power. 

Tectonic Hazards –
find out what 
causes tectonic 
hazards, the 
impacts they have 
and compare two 
contrasting 
earthquakes.  

Climate Change 
– The causes, 
effects and 
responses to 
climate change.  
Understand the 
biggest issue of 
our time. 

Weather Hazards – The weather can be 
beautiful and deadly. Hurricanes don’t affect 
us in the UK but that doesn’t mean we’re safe 
from the power of the weather!

Climate Change – It is the biggest 
global health threat of the 21st 
century but what will this mean 
for us? Is it already too late?

Development – Explain the 
reasons for the gap between 
the world’s poorest and richest 
and explore what can be done 
to fix it. 

OPTIONS CHOICES– Decide 
whether or not to continue on 
your Geography journey after 
the end of Year 9.

Fantastic Places– Discover and explore some of 
the most interesting places our planet has to offer. 
From Dubai to Death Valley, get ready to explore!

Weather Fieldwork– How do 
we measure and predict 
weather? How do we complete 
geographical investigations?

Population and migration– We 
alive on a planet of well over 7 
billion people. How did this 
happen and what problems 
does this cause?

OPEN EVENING– Come and 
discover the exciting 
opportunities that Geography 
at Westborough has to offer.

Living World– Explore the locations, 
key characteristics, challenges and 
opportunities of the world’s most 
exciting biomes! From the Thar 
Desert to the Amazon Rainforest!

Resource Management – Food, 
water and energy. Is there enough 
of each to go round? How can we 
manage what we have?

MOCK EXAM– Complete mock 
exams which test your knowledge 
and understanding of the GCSE 
topics you have studied.

Coasts of the UK –
Investigate the physical 
forces that have created the 
UK’s dynamic coastlines.   

Fieldwork – Design, carry and evaluate 
out two pieces of fieldwork, one 
human and one physical.

Changing Economic 
World – Explore the 
causes and impacts of 
the global development 
gap and strategies to 
reduce it. Investigate how 
Nigeria’s changing economy is 
creating opportunities as well as 
challenges.

Changing Economic 
World – Does the UK’s 
changing economy 
provide more challenges 
or opportunities?

MOCK EXAM – Complete mock 
exams which test your 
knowledge and understanding of 
the GCSE topics you have 
studied.

GCSE EXAMS –
Complete the 3 
Geography exams.

REVISION– Begin in-class revision 
to supplement the revision you 
are already completing in your 
own time and during intervention. 

RESULTS – Your Geography 
journey at Westborough is now 
complete! Congratulations and 
good luck in your future!

Pre-Release– A mystery topic for us to 
make a decision about, released by the 
exam board in March of your GCSE year.

TASTER DAY– Join us for 
an experience of a ‘typical’ 
day at Westborough High 
School.
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Planet Earth – Help David 
Attenborough plan the newest 
Planet Earth series and learn some 
new map skills at the same time.

Africa vs. Asia– These 
two continents are 
rapidly developing but 
how do they compare?

LBA Fieldwork– Leeds 
Bradford Airport is expanding, 
what are the impacts on West 
Yorkshire?

River Calder– The hills and valleys of 
Dewsbury were created by the River 
Calder, but does this river still 
influence our lives here?  

Global 
Connections– The 
UK is more than 
an island. Find 
out how our 
global 
connections 
shape our daily 
lives.

Yorkshire – Find out what makes 
Yorkshire unique. Our spectacular 
landforms and interesting national 
parks are waiting to be explored!

Urban Issues – As a growing megacity, Lagos has both 
challenges and opportunities. Find out what these are and 
what they mean for the local people they affect most.
Can London cope with the many challenges it faces? Are 
the opportunities there for everyone?

REVISION– Begin in-class revision to 
supplement the revision you are 
already completing in your own time 
and during intervention. 
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